SPRING NEWSLETTER 2015
Welcome to the Spring Newsletter for Coppett Hill Common Trust
Ltd. It has been an interesting year on the Hill for many reasons, and
the Board would like to thank the shareholders and others for their
unstinting support over the past year.
This season’s work party programme has been project led. Last year’s
excellent season made it possible to work on the new and positive projects
we have been working towards all year – the Dew Ponds restoration and
the Grazing project, and, I am pleased to say that they have both been
successful and received positive feedback. Routine maintenance
highlighted by the annual safety inspections has been completed too.
We have also been building good communications with grant givers
Natural England and the Forestry Commission keeping them informed
about progress on projects which will stand us in good stead in the future,
and we hope you have been informed about the hill from the articles in the

DEW POND PROJECT
As you may remember from last year’s newsletter we were working
towards reinstating the Dew Ponds on the top of the hill. Having cleared
the hurdles and obtained the relevant permissions we were able to go
ahead with this. So the autumn work party season was concentrated on
the Dew Pond project as this was our window of opportunity to get it done
before Christmas.
On a wet morning in early November, when it was tipping it down, all three
Directors set to and worked very hard clearing the site around where we
would be working on the dew ponds, so thanks to my fellow Directors for
turning out in such inclement weather.
This set up the area for contractors to come in mid-November and
commence operations. So, on a misty morning in November, volunteers
turned out to help contractors dig out the old ponds and put back the clay
lining, which was then puddled in to reline the ponds.
It is amazing what someone who knows what they are doing can manage
to do with a digger! The volunteers worked hard to clear the stones, debris
and wood piles excavated by Peter Hollins as he dug out the old ponds
but then had a great deal of fun “puddling” in the clay afterwards.
Nigel Hand wildlife expert and our advisor with experience of restoring
ponds across the county was pleased with the result “It worked out really
well and the old lining was still there for us to put back. It will be
interesting to watch the ponds develop over time and I will be back to
evaluate the progress. The ponds are the only water source on the hill and
their restoration will be beneficial for all wildlife. They are ephemeral, so
the water will come and go but this will provide a range of different

The Trust’s management programme specifically seeks to encourage
biodiversity and to improve fauna and flora. Improving species habitats is
the main focus of the work parties throughout the year and the
reintroduction of a water source on the top of the hill is seen as a major
benefit. The project is supported by grant givers Natural England, The
Forestry Commission, wildlife advisors and the local shareholders in the
hill.
As planned we were on time and in budget.
So far we are very pleased with the result as the ponds were full of water
over the winter, This will change, but hopefully they will provide different
habitats from ponds to marshland, and they will be allowed to develop
naturally. We have also put up temporary fencing with permission from the
Planning Inspectorate round two of the ponds – this keeps out deer, dogs

GRAZING PROJECT
As you may have noticed grazing has been introduced on the area from
Chapel Cottage up to the Trig Point. This area has no paths so
temporary fencing does not impact on normal activities on the hill.
This is as part of the Higher Level Stewardship Grant Scheme (HLS)
which Coppett Hill Common Trust signed in 2013 with Natural England
to enhance nature conservation and help improve biodiversity on the hill.
The Trust has never managed to introduce grazing before so we are
particularly pleased with how well it has worked out – we are very
fortunate to have the help of a shareholder with Herdwick Sheep.
The sheep graze rank grass, brambles and scrub, trample the bracken,
and this helps control scrub giving wild flowers more of a chance to grow
and improving the biodiversity so that the associated insects, butterflies
and birds all prosper.
Herdwicks are prized for being a hardy breed, their ability to live on
forage, and being territorial. They were Beatrix Potter’s favourite sheep
of choice for her Lake District farms and helped keep the distinctive
landscape of the area.
Geoff Newman of Natural England said “Thanks for the news, brilliant to
see the Herdwicks grazing the hill, really positive and glad that the HLS
has been able to help you. It is really encouraging to see your
agreement working so well. “
The electric fence for the grazing area has been moved three times now
– as the sheep have been such enthusiastic grazers. They seem to
particularly like bramble leaves which is fortunate as there are a lot of
them! We may need to mow the young gorse and bramble stems at

WOODLAND GRANT SCHEME REPLANTING
If you have walked through Rocklands Wood lately you may have noticed
an area above the path which is covered in tree tubes – this area has been
replanted with over 300 trees.
This is part of the Woodland Grant Scheme and was an area prepared in
the 2013/4 work party season. The trees were planted in an area on the
lower slopes of Coppett Hill to help improve the woodland fringe and to
regenerate the broadleaved woodland for the future in an area of ageing
trees. This is part of the Woodland Grant Scheme which covers the
wooded areas of the hill (about 2/3 rds of the area) and here the aim is to
maintain the broad leaf woodland. Grants are paid to reinstate native
deciduous trees. A mixture of native trees have been planted including
Hornbeam and Hazel round the edges as they are understorey trees with
Oak, Beech, Whitebeam, Small leaved Lime, Cherry and a few Yew in
groups across the main area. The trees were planted by a contractor and
then staked and covered with tree guards to protect them from deer. Nick
Smith from the Forestry Commission inspected the area in March and was
very pleased with the result.
OTHER WORK PARTIES In addition to the projects we have also
managed to fit in routine maintenance including path clearance on Little
Hill, the Snakes and Ladders and Chapel Cottage to the Trig point paths.
BUTTERFLY WORK PARTY Volunteers from Coppett Hill Common Trust,
Hereford Wildlife Trust and West Midlands Butterfly Conservation all turned
out on a cold winter’s day in January to help with habitat work on Coppett
Hill for the rare Pearl Bordered Fritillary Butterfly. The Bracken is strimmed
off in winter and raked into windrows leaving bare ground so that the Dog
Violets can flourish as they are the primary food source of the rare Pearl
Bordered Fritillary, and the raked bracken provides a microclimate for the
butterflies. Geoff Newman from Natural England which runs the new
Higher Level Stewardship Scheme that helps fund the work says “We are
pleased to be working in partnership with the Coppett Hill Common Trust to

BRACKEN ROLLING Until this year bracken rolling and some path
clearance has been carried out by Herefordshire Council’s Countryside
Services Division with their specialist alpine tractors and bracken rollers.
Rolling weakens the bracken keeps paths open and has allowed open
grassland to re-emerge,. Under Trust supervision the area rolled has
increased to create the distinctive mosaic of habitats present today.
Unfortunately, budget cuts by Herefordshire Council have meant the
disbanding of Countryside Services and their equipment is no longer
available to the Trust.The Trust Directors are actively considering the
following options
1 Do nothing. No bracken rolling and path clearance. This is not an option
as this work is part of various management agreements and the paths
would be impassable .
2 To find a contractor. However, the steep terrain of Coppett Hill means we
need specialist equipment. Alpine tractors, similar to the ones used by
Countryside Services are ideal for this type of terrain, having 4 wheel drive
and a low centre of gravity. They are not common in this country, and
contractors operating them are few so hire, transport and operating costs
are likely to be significant .
3 To hire equipment from other Conservation Groups and organise
transport and operate it ourselves. The time involved with transporting this
would be significant, and costly.
4 To purchase our own equipment. Whilst local storage, insurance and
some maintenance would be required transportation costs and time
involved would be avoided. This would mean that the equipment would
available to use as needed ( eg more frequent path clearance etc ), after
the initial purchase cost there would be no hire and transport costs,
depreciation on this type of equipment would be low, especially as the Trust
would be looking for a good second hand machine.
For this year the Directors are intent on exploring all options and any other
sources of suitable equipment they hear of. Hopefully the hill will be rolled
this year, but there is a real possibility that it won’t be. We live in changing
times and must adapt accordingly.
FOREST SCHOOL Director Tracey Lafford has been busy with Goodrich
School training to become a Level Three Practitioner in Forest School.
Forest School aims to take children out of the classroom and into the open
air and allows learning in a different environment. It came out of
Scandinavia and is well thought of, teaching life skills such as managing
risks, to what is coppicing and being respectful of the countryside - the
ethos is that children learn well out of doors. Tracey says “I feel it is
invaluable, I am really enjoying it and so are the children and it is investing
in the future of the hill and putting the children back in touch with nature.“

WYESIDE This situation regarding common encroachment and access has
now been resolved to the satisfaction of the Board, the Hereford Land Agent
and the Company Solicitor. It is worth noting that although the Trust owns
the Common any new rights on the Common need the agreement of the
authorities as well as the shareholders. In the past this was the Secretary of
State for the Environment but now it requires permission from the Planning
Inspectorate.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF HOW THE COMMON WAS SAVED
In 1985 Coppett hill was advertised for sale, with only the rights attached to
some of the cottages on the hill. Although people thought they had rights to
walk on the common there were no actual legal rights of access – in this
situation elsewhere in Britain private owners had succeeded in extinguishing
Commoners Rights, refusing access and developing commons.
The threat was clear and the village was quick to act. If the village wanted
to keep Coppett Hill as common land for this and future generations to come
then the villagers would have to act quickly and buy it themselves. So
Coppett Hill Common Trust was formed and 70 people from Goodrich
became shareholders in a non-profit making company which aimed to
conserve the land and wildlife, give the village control over its management,
prohibit development and provide access.
These first shareholders raised half the purchase price of £30,000 and
became the owners of Coppett Hill in 1986. Goodrich and Welsh Bicknor
Parish Council and Hereford and Worcester Council also contributed. The
Ordinary Shareholders elect three directors each year. Only residents or
property owners in Goodrich and Welsh Bicknor are eligible to buy shares.
No one may have more than five and each share carries one vote. Shares
cost £100 - a price fixed in 1985.
There are now a record 110 shareholders and the hill is the largest
local nature reserve in Herefordshire at 250 acres and forms part of the
Iconic view of the Wye Valley from the Symonds Yat viewpoint. It
attained nature reserve status in 2000. The current management works
hard to retain the original philosophy of the founding fathers of the hill
“to safeguard Coppett Hill and its wildlife for future generations to
come.”

Thank you once again to everyone who has supported the Trust
and helped maintain this unique place over the last 12 months
We owe a huge debt of gratitude to those people who fought to
keep control of this amazing place in local hands and, for the
residents of Goodrich and Welsh Bicknor it is a privilege to have
a share in this unique and beautiful place.
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The Bracken Bash pictured below will take place on the 4th July

